Injury Lawyers Richmond
Injury Lawyers Richmond - The criminal lawyers within our firm have many years of practice within the field of impaired driving,
acting for all kinds of clients. We have established an extremely high success rate due to our aggressive perseverance to enforce
the rights of our clients. Success happens whenever the client's case has been dismissed or the charges are reduced by the
courts.
We deal with the following offenses:
1. Impaired Driving
2. Impaired Driving Causing bodily harm
3. Impaired Driving Resulting In death
4. Impaired Operation of a vessel or motor vehicle
5. Over legal limit operation of a motor vehicle or vessel
6. Impaired Care or Control of a vessel or motor vehicle
7. Over legal limit Control or Care of a vessel or motor vehicle
8. Refuse sample
When you are under investigation or are under investigation, you need to phone us right away. Upon being charged, do not give
up your rights to remain silent or to retain counsel. It is vital that you do not converse with the policemen previous to acquiring
recommendation from a lawyer. We are available 24-hours on a daily basis to be able to assist you.
The consequences to you are very serious once you are proven guilty, as a first time offender, for drunk or impaired driving. The
ramifications consist of: fines of $1,000 or more, criminal record, installation of ignition device in any motor vehicle you operate for
12 months, driving prohibition for one to three years. In addition, you may be needed to finish a course program which you must
pay for. You car insurance surcharge will increase, up to four or five times the existing rate.
Penalties might include mandatory jail time, for following offenses. Therefore, it is imperative that you have knowledgeable
counsel at your side to represent your interests. We would give legal opinions in addition to acting on your behalf in front of the
courts.

